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(57) ABSTRACT

An atomic clock including an ion trap assembly, a C-field

coil positioned for generating a first magnetic field in the

interrogation region of the ion trap assembly, a compensa-

tion coil positioned for generating a second magnetic field in

the interrogation region, wherein the combination of the first

and second magnetic fields produces an ion number-depen-

dent second order Zeeman shift (Zeeman shift) in the

resonance frequency that is opposite in sign to an ion

number-dependent second order Doppler shift (Doppler

shift) in the resonance frequency, the C-field coil has a

radius selected using data indicating how changes in the

radius affect an ion-number-dependent shift in the resonance

frequency, such that a difference in magnitude between the

Doppler shift and the Zeeman shift is controlled or reduced,

and the resonance frequency, including the adjustment by

the Zeeman shift, is used to obtain the frequency standard.
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MERCURY TRAPPED ION FREQUENCY

STANDARD FOR ULTRA-STABLE

REFERENCE APPLICATIONS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. Sec-

tion 119(e) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No.

61/941,891, filed on Feb. 19, 2014, by Eric A. Burt, Robert

L. Hamell, Blake C. Tucker, Kameron Larsen, and Robert L.

Tjoelker, entitled "MERCURY TRAPPED ION FRE-

QUENCY STANDARD FOR ULTRA-STABLE REFER-

ENCE APPLICATIONS," which application is incorporated

by reference herein.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY

SPONSORED RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT

The invention described herein was made in the perfor-

mance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the

provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the

Contractor has elected to retain title.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

2
Local Oscillators and could operate with a practical Voltage

Controlled Oscillator (VCO) as the Local Oscillator (LO).

In 1999, JPL introduced a specialized "multipole" trap

design that greatly reduced systematic relativistic effects [5],

5 and in 2002, JPL developed implementable and continu-

ously operating multipole based mercury ion clocks LITS-8

and LITS-9 [2] (ZITS-8 and 9 were still the size of a full

rack).

In 2007-2008, JPL demonstrated exceptional long-term
l0 

stability in a trapped ion clock that used a multi-pole ion

trap, coupled with a second-order Zeeman compensation

scheme added to LITS-9, that virtually eliminated relativ-

istic frequency shifts due to variations in the number of ions

15 trapped [6]. Over a 9-month period of continuous unat-

tended operation, LITS-9 exhibited a drift of less than

3x10-17/day relative to TT(BIPM07) [3, 7], the world

ensemble of primary standards, making it significantly more

stable than most hydrogen masers [1].

20 Based on the LITS-9 stability results and lessons learned

from that unit, since 2010 we have been developing the next

generation mercury trapped ion frequency standard (referred

to as Linear Ion Trap frequency Standard-10 (ZITS-10) or

L10). The immediate goal of L10 is to provide an advanced
25 reference clock capability at the NRL and the JPL frequency

standard test laboratories.

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to ion atomic clocks and frequency

standards. 30

2. Description of the Related Art

(Note: This application references a number of different

publications as indicated throughout the specification by one

or more reference numbers within brackets, e.g., [x]. A list

of these different publications ordered according to these 35

reference numbers can be found below in the section entitled

"References." Each of these publications is incorporated by

reference herein.)

For its atomic clock characterization activities, the Naval

Research Laboratory (NRL) requires reference clocks with 40

better stability than those being characterized. Traditionally

this has been accomplished using hydrogen maser atomic

clocks, but recently the stability of the clocks being char-

acterized has approached, or even exceeded, that of the

masers. Thus it is necessary to use a reference clock with 45

better stability, particularly on long time scales, than a

hydrogen maser. An analogous situation exists in the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory's (JPL's) Frequency Standards Test

Lab (FSTL). This facility is charged with characterizing

hydrogen masers that will be used in the National Aeronau- 50

tics and Space Administration (NASA) Deep Space Network

and so a reference clock with better long-term stability than

a maser is needed in the FSTL as well.

While there are notable exceptions, typical masers drift at

the 5x10-16 to 2x10
-15

/day (d) level [1]. In 2002, the first 55

operational multi-pole trapped ion clock (or Linear Ion Trap

frequency Standard (ZITS)-8 or ZITS-8) was installed at the

United States Naval Observatory (USNO) and demonstrated

a drift rate of about 1 x 10-16/d [2] . The multipole trap greatly

reduces sensitivity to frequency shifts caused by variations 60

in ion number, but the small observed drift rate of LITS-8

was later attributed to a residual number-dependent effect

[3].

In 1996, JPL developed an implementable and continu-

ously operating mercury ion (Hg') clock, based on a qua- 65

drupole ion trap, for operation in the Deep Space Network

(DSN) (ZITS 4-7)[4]. The standard could discipline several

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method for fabricating an apparatus used in an atomic

clock to obtain a frequency standard, comprising providing

an ion trap assembly for trapping a number of ions partici-

pating in a clock transition and wherein a resonance fre-

quency of the clock transition can be interrogated in an

interrogation region of the ion trap assembly using electro-

magnetic radiation; positioning a C-field coil for generating

a first magnetic field in the interrogation region; positioning

a compensation coil for generating a second magnetic field

in the interrogation region, wherein: the combination of the

first and second magnetic fields produces an ion number-

dependent second order Zeeman shift (Zeeman shift) in the

resonance frequency that is opposite in sign to an ion

number-dependent second order Doppler shift (Doppler

shift) in the resonance frequency; the C-field coil has a

radius selected using data indicating how changes in the

radius affect an ion-number-dependent shift in the resonance

frequency, such that a difference in magnitude between the

Doppler shift and the Zeeman shift is controlled, reduced, or

canceled; and the resonance frequency, including the adjust-

ment by the Zeeman shift, is used to obtain the frequency

standard.

The radius can be increased to a value that takes into

account an overall size constraint for the apparatus, current

that can be passed through the compensation coil, and such

that the combination of the magnetic fields has a field

strength of more than 60 milliGauss (mG). For example, the

apparatus can fit within a volume of 36 inches long by 18

inches wide by 18 inches high.

The method can comprise selecting the radius wherein a

variation of the ion number by 36% would result in an ion

number dependent second order shift of at most 1.1(2) milli

Hertz.

The combination of the magnetic fields and the radius can

be selected to maintain or increase the number of the ions

participating in the clock transition and taking into account

decoherence due to coupling of Zeeman levels and motional

side bands.
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The ion trap assembly can comprise a first trap connected

to a second trap wherein the ions can be transferred between

the first trap and the second trap.

The apparatus can be contained in a vacuum system with

increased bake-out temperature. For example, the method

can further comprise placing the apparatus in a vacuum

chamber, the vacuum chamber comprising a first window for

inputting ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation to electro-

magnetically pump the ions into a ground state of the clock

transition in the first trap, a second window for inputting

microwave radiation into the second trap to interrogate the

resonance frequency, and a third window for outputting

fluorescence generated by the ions after excitation in the first

trap by the ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation and after the

interrogation in the second trap; and baking out the vacuum

chamber comprising the apparatus at a temperature of more

than 200 degrees Celsius (° C.) or more than 400° C.

The method can comprise providing the vacuum chamber

comprising a buffer gas and a getter that reduces pressure of

unwanted background gases in the vacuum chamber, and

allowing the vacuum chamber to equilibrate for a time until

methane gas evolution in the sealed chamber is no more than

6x10-16 Torr/second. Pressure in the vacuum chamber one

day after sealing may be no more than 1x10-11 Torr, and/or

the ions' lifetime in the traps can include one day without

replenishing the buffer gas.

The vacuum chamber housing can consist essentially of

titanium.

The method can further comprise selecting the radius of

the C-field coil such that a shift in the resonance frequency

due to the pressure is greater than the Doppler shift.

Direct Current (DC) electronics with increased stability

and a field programmable gate array (FPGA) controller can

be implemented to drive and control the apparatus config-

ured as an atomic clock. For example, the method can

further comprise providing a first current source for biasing

the C-field coil and a second current source for biasing the

compensation coil, wherein the current sources have a

temperature coefficient of at most 500 parts per billion.

The method can further comprise providing Direct Cur-

rent (DC) powered electronics that provide trapping voltages

to the ion traps for trapping the ions in the ion trap assembly,

drive or provide power to the current sources, drive or

provide power to an optical source used to optically pump

the ions into a ground state of clock transition, drive or

provide power to an electron emitter used to create the ions,

and drive or provide power to a local oscillator used to

provide the electromagnetic radiation interrogating the reso-

nance frequency.

The method can further comprise providing a controller

including a field programmable gate array (FPGA), wherein

the FPGA controls the DC powered electronics and a

frequency of the electromagnetic radiation interrogating the

resonance frequency provided by the local oscillator.

Refractive optics can be used to couple light into and out

of the apparatus. The method can comprise positioning a

first refractive optic for inputting ultraviolet electromagnetic

radiation to electromagnetically pump the ions into a ground

state of the clock transition in the first trap. The method can

comprise positioning a second refractive optic for collecting

the fluorescence generated by the ions after excitation in the

first trap by the ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation and

after the interrogation of the resonance frequency in the

second trap.

The first and second refractive optics can comprise first

and second aspheric doublets, respectively.

4
The method can further comprise designing the first

aspheric doublet to reduce unwanted scattering off of nearby

surfaces and image the ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation,

comprising diffuse mercury plasma discharge having a

5 wavelength of 194 run, onto an ion cloud comprising the

ions in the first trap.

The C-field coil, the compensation coil, the assembly, and

the refractive optics can be dimensioned such that the

apparatus fits within a surface area of 36 inches long by 1S
10 

inches wide by IS inches high.

The method can further comprise providing the apparatus

coupled to a local oscillator, wherein the resonance fre-

quency and the LO frequency have an Allan Deviation of at

15 most 4.5x10-13/TI12 and ti is 105 seconds or less, and the ions

are 199Hg' ions.

The apparatus and local oscillator can consume a power

of less than 40 Watts.

20 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Referring now to the drawings in which like reference

numbers represent corresponding parts throughout:

FIG. 1 plots frequency offsets (in Hertz (Hz)) between

25 L10 and a maser according to one or more embodiments,

wherein, for the middle segment, the ion number was

reduced by 36%, resulting in a frequency change of -1.1(2)

milliHertz (mHz).

FIG. 2 is a photograph of L10 configured with Direct

30 Current (DC)-powered electronics, wherein the physics

package in the background has one magnetic shield layer

installed, according to one or more embodiments.

FIG. 3 is a photograph of a field programmable gate array

(FPGA)-based L10 controller used for controlling the L10

35 according to one or more embodiments.

FIG. 4 is a simplified energy level diagram for 
199

 Hg',

taken from [16], that can be used as the clock transition in

L10.

FIG. 5A is a computer aided design (CAD) cutaway view

40 of the L10 physics package according to one or more

embodiments, wherein the nested gray cylinders are mag-

netic shielding surrounding the solenoid shown in red, the

vacuum chamber is shown blue, and the multi-pole trap

region is shown in yellow.

45 FIG. 5B shows the L10 ion trap viewed from the multi-

pole side before insertion into the vacuum chamber and

according to one or more embodiments.

FIG. 5C shows the L10 ion trap transition region between

the multi-pole and quadrupole traps before insertion into the

50 vacuum chamber, according to one or more embodiments.

FIG. 5D shows the L10 vacuum tube during assembly,

wherein a second identical clock, known as Lll, is being

assembled in the background and according to one or more

embodiments.

55 FIG. 6 illustrates a mercury atomic ion clock, represented

at the system level, according to one or more embodiments.

FIG. 7 illustrates a mercury atomic frequency standard,

represented at the system level, according to one or more

embodiments.

60 FIG. 8 is a screen shot showing multiple shuttling of the

same group of ions between the quadrupole and multi-pole

traps and excellent control of the shuttling process, accord-

ing to one or more embodiments, wherein the graph shows

fluorescence versus time, initially the ions are loaded into

65 the quadrupole trap (where the detection region is) with an

exponential time constant, the fluorescence disappears as

ions are moved out of the quadrupole trap, and 100% of the
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fluorescence reappears when the ions are moved back,

indicating a complete transfer of ions.

FIG. 9 illustrates a system for operating the L10 clock

using a hydrogen maser according to one or more embodi-

ments.

FIG. 10 shows a microwave frequency scan across the

Hg' clock transition in L10 using the system of FIG. 7 and

according to one or more embodiments.

FIG. 11 plots Allan Deviation of fractional frequency

differences between L10 and its maser LO (using the system

of FIGS. 5, 6, 7, and 9) using a 2 second Rabi time and 1

detection arm, according to one or more embodiments.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating a method of fabricating

an apparatus according to one or more embodiments of the

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

INVENTION

In the following description of the preferred embodiment,

reference is made to the accompanying drawings which

form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of

illustration a specific embodiment in which the invention

may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodi-

ments may be utilized and structural changes may be made

without departing from the scope of the present invention.

Technical Description

Much was learned from LITS-9 in achieving a high level

of performance in a room temperature trapped ion clock.

Table 1 shows the results of a stability evaluation of LITS-9

performed after the long run in 2007 [8].

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF LITS9 INSTABILITIES.

Effect

Af/f

(x10-i7/day)

Uncertainty

(x10-i7/day)

Second-order Doppler shift; ion —1.9 3.4

temperature (neon pressure

dependent)

Pressure shift: neon —1.4 0.6

Pressure shift: other background 0.94

gas (assume: CH4 worst case)

Second-order Doppler shift: ion —0.84 0.23

number

Second-order Zeeman shift: —0.35 0.14

filament voltage

Pressure Shift: neutral Hg —0.22 0.40

Second-order Zeeman shift: 0.14

external field

Second-order Zeeman Shift: —0.21 0.13

current source aging

AC Zeeman shift: trap potential <0.00001 <0.00001

aging

AC Stark Shift: Black Body —0.0001 0.00004

AC Stark Shift: Light Shift +0.0001 0.0001

AC Stark Shift: Trapping Fields <-0.00002 0.00002

Electronics Temperature +0.11 +0.01

Sensitivity —0.09

Table 1 shows the second-order Doppler shift due to

variations in trapped ion number, previously the dominant

systematic in this type of clock, was reduced to 4th on the list

by the second-order Zeeman compensation. The largest

remaining systematic frequency perturbations were now due

to variations in background gas pressure. To the extent these

can be improved, LITS-9 stability performance can be

improved even further.

To this end, changes were made to the L10 vacuum

design, including the capability for a much higher vacuum

6
bakeout temperature and the flexibility to optimize perfor-

mance with several different vacuum pump approaches. The

compensation scheme used in LITS-9 was experimental, so

a goal for L10 was to engineer the compensation scheme

5 into the design. The magnetic design for LITS-9 was a

significant improvement over its predecessor units, offering

improved shielding and better uniformity, however even

further improvements are possible, particularly in conjunc-

tion with the inclusion of compensation into the design.
to 

Short-term stability in these clocks is dependent on the

choice of the LO. Improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) make it possible to consider new emerging LO

technologies such as optical-to-microwave conversion [9].

15 Thus, further L10 design variations according to one or

more embodiments include improvements in the input and

output optical efficiencies, which determine the SNR.

Finally, design according to one or more embodiments can

also include replacing commercial electronics with custom

20 DC-powered versions for lower power [10] and/or building

the whole unit into a smaller, modular package with a path

towards easier portability and industrialization.

L10 Design

Built-in Compensation

25 Using the ion-number-dependent second order Zeeman

shift to compensate the ion number-dependent second order

Doppler shift is accomplished by introducing a small mag-

netic inhomogeneity in the multi-pole trap region of the

clock. In LITS-9, the magnetic inhomogeneity was intro-

3o duced with a coil at one end of the C-field solenoid.

Modeling showed that the primary effect was due to radial

field inhomogeneity [6] . All solenoids have this and it can be

made arbitrarily small by increasing the solenoid radius or

decreasing the solenoid current.

35 In the case of LITS-9, the solenoid radius was small and

the effect of changing ion number due to the magnetic field

had the opposite sign (positive with increasing ion number)

but a larger magnitude than that of the second order Doppler

effect. Thus, the net ion-number-dependent shift was posi-

40 tive with increasing ion number.

In the design of L10, we wanted to "tune" the solenoid

radius so that the magnetic effect was equal in magnitude but

opposite in sign to that of the relativistic effect. However, the

minimum field that this type of clock can reliably operate at,

45 to avoid decoherence due to coupling between Zeeman lines

and motional side bands, is about 60 milliGauss (mG). To

operate at this field magnitude while compensating the

number-dependent second order Doppler shift would require

an unacceptably large solenoid radius. Instead, we make the

5o L10 solenoid radius as large as possible within limits set by

overall size constraints such that the demand on the addi-

tional compensation coil is minimized.

FIG. 1 shows the change 100 in frequency caused by

varying the ion number by 36% with compensation off,

55 wherein, for the middle segment 102, the ion number was

reduced by 36% resulting in a frequency change 100 of

—1.1(2) mHz. The result of 1.1(2) mHz is a factor of two

times (2x) smaller than that for the same number change in

LITS-9 (because the L10 solenoid has a larger radius),

60 thereby realizing this design goal.

Sealed Vacuum Reduce Residual Largest Shifts: Pres-

sure Stability

As noted above, since the relativistic ion-number-depen-

dent shift no longer dominates in a compensated multi-pole

65 standard, the next largest effects are pressure-related. Varia-

tions in background pressure have two broad sources: 1)

variations in the neon buffer gas intentionally introduced for
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ion cooling purposes, and 2) outgassing (the evolution of

gases from vacuum chamber walls).

In LITS-9, the vacuum chamber was operated with a turbo

pump. However, neon is readily pumped by the turbo and so

a neon source is required. LITS-9 used a capillary leak, but 5

even slow capillary leaks evolve as the source empties,

leading to a small non-zero variation in clock frequency due

to the neon/Hg' collision shift. In a sealed vacuum system

with a pump that has zero pumping speed for neon, a fixed

amount of neon could be loaded, thereby eliminating fluc- io

tuations.

Due to limitations of certain vacuum components used in

LITS-9, the LITS-9 vacuum bakeout temperature was lim-

ited to 200° C. A higher bakeout temperature would enable

an exponentially lower outgassing rate and so lower fre- 15

quency variations due to collision shifts with these gases,

notably methane and hydrogen.

Afixed neon background is achieved in L10, as it has been

in several ion clocks at 7PL [11, 10], by using a sealed

vacuum system with a getter pump. Getters only pump 20

active gases and so do not pump neon, making them almost

ideal for this application. One concern of the getter-pumped

approach is other non-active gases not pumped by the getter,

most notably methane. Other noble gases besides neon are

not pumped, but have relatively small pressure shifts in Hg' 25

and have no other deleterious effects. By contrast, methane

is essentially non-reactive and has one of the largest known

collision shift coefficients in Hg' [12]. Even a small change

in methane concentration could significantly limit overall

clock performance. 30

Initial experiments on a test system showed that methane

increase in a high temperature baked getter-pumped system

reaches acceptable levels after 1-2 months of equilibration

time [8]. However the results of this measurement use a

Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) to continually monitor meth- 35

ane pressure and it is known that the hot filament of the RGA

(as well as an ion gauge) can crack methane into hydrogen

and carbon, which are readily pumped by the getter [14].

As a further test, LITS-9 was converted to use only a

getter. While it was still only bakeable to 200° C., operation 40

of LITS-9 with a getter could be used to place an upper

bound on methane evolution and its impact on clock per-

formance. Over a 1-year period of operation with a getter,

LITS-9 demonstrated a drift rate of —3x10-17/day, similar to

its previous turbo-pumped performance, though the opera- 45

tion was not continuous. This puts an upper bound on

methane evolution of also about 1x10-1e torr/s. It is impor-

tant to note that this system also had an ion gauge present,

which provided a hot filament to crack possibly evolving

methane. 50

While the getter approach was promising, at this stage it

was still not conclusive whether it would be useful in an

ultra-stable clock application unless a hot filament was

present. It is worth noting that even without a RGA or ion

gauge, the trapped ion clocks have a hot electron emitter for 55

generating an electron beam to load ions. This emitter,

operated at a certain level, may be sufficient to crack

methane.

Newer vacuum components, particularly optical window

assemblies, are now rated to 450° C. With these installed on 60

the L10 vacuum system, the L10 vacuum system bakeout

temperature has been improved to greater than 400° C. In

addition, the bulk of the vacuum chamber is fabricated from

titanium, which is known to have superior outgassing char-

acteristics in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) chambers. 65

The resultant lower background gas evolution was

observed in L10 in several ways. First, an integrated accu-

8
mulation of several gases was monitored over a period of

several months by closing a valve separating the main clock

vacuum tube from an RGA. Upon opening the valve, the

pressure transient was observed (accounting for variations

due simply to the valve itself). The transient placed a limit

on methane gas evolution in the L10 vacuum chamber of

about 6x10-1e torr/s, or several orders of magnitude lower

than that of the LITS-9 vacuum chamber.

The lifetime of Hg' ions in the trap is largely governed by

charge exchange with background gas molecules. Thus, the

trap lifetime is usually proportional to background gas

pressure. With the new vacuum system, the L10 trap lifetime

is now measured in days compared to tens of minutes for the

older systems. Extrapolating from the known LITS-9 base

pressure of about 5x10-10 torr, this indicates that the L10

pressure is less than 1x10-11 torr.

Magnetic Enhancements

In addition to the magnetic design changes made in

support of compensation, the C-field current source perfor-

mance was enhanced. The evaluation in Table 1 shows that

magnetic sensitivity is one of the leading systematic effects

in the clock. By updating components, the L10 current

source has a temperature coefficient of 500 parts per billion

(ppb), about an order of magnitude less sensitive to tem-

perature variations than its predecessor in LITS-9. Current

source aging has also been reduced.

Refractive Optics Smaller and More Efficient

LITS-9 used a reflective optics system with F/2 efficiency,

where F is the F number or PD, where f the system's focal

length and D is the diameter of the entrance pupil or system

aperture diameter. It is possible to greatly reduce size and

improve efficiency using refractive optics. The L10 design

uses a custom asphere doublet for both input and output

optics. The doublet is designed to minimize the point spread

function so as to limit scattering off of nearby surfaces,

while imaging the diffuse mercury plasma discharge optical

source (output wavelength 194 mu) onto the ion cloud, and

has a collection efficiency of F/1.2.

Low Power DC Electronics and Dedicated FPGA-Based

Controller

To improve reliability, reduce power consumption, and to

reduce size, most commercial electronics used in LITS-9

were replaced by DC powered electronics. In addition, the

obsolete VXI controller was replaced by a LINUX-based

system running on an FPGAplatform. FIG. 2 shows L10 200

with one magnetic shield layer 202 installed and configured

with its DC-powered electronics 204 modules in place.

Power conditioning 206 and power interface 208 is also

shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 3 shows the FPGA-based controller

for L10.

L10 Apparatus with Reduced Size

The multi-pole L10 atomic clock is based on the 40.5

GHz 6 s 2S1,2 F-0, mF-0-F=1, mF-0 hyperfine clock

transition 400 in 199Hg' (illustrated in FIG. 4).

An embodiment of L10 is illustrated in FIGS. 5A-5D.

With an eye towards possible industrialization and further

hardening, the overall size of the L10 system has been

significantly reduced as compared to LITS-9. FIG. 5A shows

a CAD cutaway of the L10 physics package. For scale, the

stand 500 that it is mounted on is about 36 inches long by

18 inches wide. There is still a large amount of potential for

further reduction in size, and the key component dimensions

are already consistent with the dimension of a standard rack

mount chassis.

The LITS comprises a conventional quadrupole RE linear

ion trap 502 (referred to as the load trap (LT) where ion

loading, state selection, and state detection take place), and
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a multi-pole RF linear ion trap 504 (referred to as the

resonant trap (RT) where the sensitive microwave interro-

gation takes place).

199Hg' ions (e.g., approximately 107 i99Hg' ions) are

loaded into the quadrupole trap 502 using electron bom-

bardment (using an electron emitter) of background neutral

Hg. The traps 502, 504 are housed within an ultra-high

vacuum (UHV) titanium vacuum chamber 506 with a getter

pump 508. An ambient neon buffer gas inside the vacuum

chamber 506 with a partial pressure (of e.g., about 4x10-4

Pa) is used to cool the ions to near room temperature. Once

loaded, the ions are then prepared in the F-0, mF-0 ground

hyperfine state using a plasma discharge lamp (e.g., suprasil

lamp) 510 which can be placed within a 2-loop resonator

that excites the discharge at about 170 MHz. Light from the

lamp resonator assembly 512 or lamp 510 may be reflected

514 and is focused by an asphere doublet 516 through a

vacuum chamber input window 518 (e.g., suprasil vacuum

window) to the trapped ions. The discharge lamp 510 uses
202 

Hg, which emits 194 nanometer (mu) wavelength light

that has significant overlap with the F=1 hyperfine level of
i99

Hg', but not the F-0 level, thereby optically pumping the

ions into the F-0 state. After loading and state selection, ions

are "shuttled" into the multi-pole trap 504 by varying the

relative trap DC biases (see, e.g., [17]). The multipole trap

504 has 12 parallel rods 520 evenly spaced on a circle 534,

the rods having a radius of 6 millimeters (mm). A 1

Megahertz (MHz) trapping voltage is applied to each rod

520 with adjacent rods being 180° out of phase with each

other.

Surrounding the multi-pole trap 504 is a coaxial solenoid

522 that provides a C-field (e.g., of 114 mG) along the

longitudinal coaxial axis 524 of the traps, defining a quan-

tization axis along the longitudinal axis 524 such that

decoherence due to coupling between Zeeman lines and

motional side bands is avoided. The current source driving

the C-field solenoid can have better than 500 ppb temporal

stability. Surrounding the interface or transition region 536

between the traps 502, 504 is a coaxial compensating coil

524 (coaxial with the traps 504, 502) and that compensates

the ion number-dependent second order Doppler shift pro-

duced by the C-field solenoid 522. Microwaves 526 to drive

the clock transition 400 are delivered to the multi-pole trap

504 using a dielectric wave guide 528 and microwave horn

530 oriented orthogonal to the trap axis 524 to eliminate the

first-order Doppler shift (Lamb-Dicke confinement). Typi-

cally, Rabi interrogation is used with Rabi times anywhere

between 3 and 65 seconds (s). Once microwave interroga-

tion is complete, ions are shuttled back to the quadrupole

trap 502 for state detection using the plasma discharge lamp

510. Fluorescent light exiting the LT 502 through a window

532 perpendicular to the input light (inputted through win-

dow 518) is focused by an asphere doublet into a photo-

multiplier tube (PMT).

FIG. 5B shows the L10 ion trap viewed from the multi-

pole side before insertion into the vacuum chamber 506,

illustrating the rods 520 evenly spaced on a circle 534.

FIG. 5C shows the L10 ion trap transition region or

interface region 536 between the multi-pole 504 and qua-

drupole traps 502 before insertion into the vacuum chamber

506.

FIG. 5D shows the L10 vacuum tube 506 during assembly

and a second identical clock, known as Lll, being

assembled in the background.

Initial Data

After a design and fabrication phase in 2011-2012, L10

became operational in late 2012. In 2013 all subsystems of

10
L10 were individually checked out and system level testing

started. Here we give an overview of the results obtained to

date.

Atomic Clock System

5 The L10 physics package was initially configured with a

hydrogen maser LO (since this is how it will be operated at

NRL). It could just as well be configured with a crystal LO

for stand-alone operation (see e.g., [18], [19]).

The mercury atomic ion clock using L10 may be repre-

10 sented at a system level by FIG. 6, comprising C-field 522

and compensation 524 coils (shown in cross-section), qua-

drupole ion trap 600, with optical windows 602 and 604, and

multipole ion trap 606 with microwave window 608. The

source (lamp) of optical radiation is labeled 610, and optical

15 detector 612 measures fluorescence. Oscillator 614 provides

a reference frequency vo, which is modulated by modulator

616 to vo+Av and vo-Av, and microwave radiator 618

interrogates the ions in ion trap 606 via microwave window

608.

20 A DC voltage ramp is applied to control the ion shuttling

between quadrupole ion trap 600 and the multipole ion trap

606. In the embodiment of FIG. 6, the DC voltage ramp to

quadrupole ion trap 600 is provided by DC line 620, and the

DC voltage ramp to multipole ion trap 606 is provided by

25 DC line 622. These DC voltage lines are connected to the

electrodes 520 of their respective ion traps. For some

embodiments, typical DC voltage swings may be on the

order of a few volts, where the voltage ramp time width may

be on the order of a few hundred milliseconds. In addition

30 to the DC voltages, Radio Frequency (RF) voltages for

confining the ions in their respective traps are also applied

as shown in FIG. 6. RF line 626 provides RF voltages +/-U,

sin Qt to quadrupole ion trap 600, and RF line 628 provides

RF voltages +/-U, sin Qt to multipole ion trap 606, wherein

35 U, is amplitude, Q is angular frequency, and t is time. A +-.

symbol is used in the description of these RF voltages to

indicate that each RF line is actually a pair of RF lines,

where the two lines making up a pair are driven in opposite

phase. These RF voltage lines are connected to the elec-

40 trodes 520 of their respective ion traps. In practice, the DC

voltage may be superimposed (added) to the RF voltages (in

which case only one line for DC and RF is used).

Also illustrated in FIG. 6 is controller or control system

630 that is further described below.

45 FIG. 7 illustrates a mercury atomic frequency standard

showing the controller 630 has a digital to analog converter

system (DACS) for interfacing and controlling the compen-

sating coil driver 700, C-field driver 702, quadrupole trap

driver 704 (providing RF signals 626), multi-pole trap driver

5o 706 (providing RF signals 628), DC voltage source 708

(providing DC trap voltages to lines 620, 622), electron

emitter driver 710 (driving e.g., cathode emitter assembly

(assy) 712 that ionizes the mercury gas to form Hg+) and

lamp driver and thermal control 714.

55 The compensating coil driver 700, C-field driver 702,

quadrupole trap driver 704, multi-pole trap driver 706, trap

DC 708 driver, electron emitter driver 710, and lamp driver

714 are also illustrated as DC electronics 204 in FIG. 2. The

DC electronics 204 is powered from power interface 208 via

60 power conditioning 206. Upon instruction from the control-

ler 630, the compensating coil driver 700, C-field driver 702,

quadrupole trap driver 704, multi-pole trap driver 706,

electron emitter driver 710, and lamp driver 714 provide

power to, and control the compensating coil 524, C-field coil

65 522, quadrupole (quad) trap assembly (assy) 502, multi-pole

trap assy 504, electron emitter 712, and lamp 510, respec-

tively. For example, the quadrupole trap drive 704 and
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multi-pole trap driver 705 can provide required trapping

and/or shuttling voltages to the quad trap 502 and multi-pole

trap 504, the compensating coil driver 700 and the C-field

driver can provide coil current bias levels to the compen-

sating coil 524 and C-field coil 522, respectively, thereby 5

controlling the C-field and compensating field, and the lamp

driver can provide lamp biasing to control illumination of

the lamp 510).

FIG. 7 further illustrates the controller 630 comprises a

pulse counter 716 counting the photons in the fluorescence io

detected by the PMT 718 through the output optics assy 720.

FIG. 7 further illustrates the controller 630 comprises an

Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO) and loop counter (ctr) 722 for

controlling a USO 724, wherein the USO is an LO gener-

ating electromagnetic radiation that is converted via multi- 15

plier/40.5 GHz synthesizer 726 to output the electromag-

netic radiation (microwaves 526) that interrogate the

resonance frequency of the clock transition 400 through

window 608. USO can output a clock output 728 comprising

the resonance frequency of the clock transition 400. 20

Also shown is the vacuum tube assy 506, getter assy 508,

command/control interface 730 to the controller 630, and

power interface 208 (e.g., power source).

Controller 630 can be an FPGA controller as illustrated in

FIG. 3. The controller can implement setup/optimization, 25

clock acquisition, tracking, and recovery, diagnostics, and

health and status checks.

Shuttling Efliciency

"Shuttling" is the process of electro -magnetically moving

ions from the quadrupole trap (LT, 502), in which they are 30

loaded, to the multi-pole trap (RT, 504) where sensitive

clock microwave interrogation takes place. This process has

two key benefits: 1) during critical clock operation, the ions

are well away from perturbing effects such as residual

un-blocked light from the light source, and 2) it places the 35

ions in the multi-pole trap, making the clock largely immune

to changes in ion number. It is easier to load and state

prepare ions in the quadrupole trap and shuttling allows the

unique benefits of both traps to be used in the same clock.

It is essential and not trivial to move 100% of the ions back 40

and forth between the two traps. FIG. 8 shows ions being

shuttled between the quadrupole trap 502 and the multi-pole

trap 504 many times, demonstrating 100% efficiency on a

single transfer and near 100% efficiency even after 10

transfers of the same group of ions. The graph in FIG. 8 45

shows fluorescence (amplitude) versus time (seconds) as

measured by the PMT. Initially the ions are loaded into the

quadrupole trap 502, 600 (where the detection region is)

with an exponential 800 time constant. As the ions are

moved out of the quadrupole trap 502, 600, the fluorescence 50

disappears 802. When the ions are moved back in the

quadrupole trap 502, 600, 100% of the fluorescence reap-

pears 804 (indicating a complete transfer of ions).

Clock Operation and Performance

The component systems (drivers 700-710,712, traps 502, 55

504, coils 522, 524, oscillator 614, modulator 616, radiator

618, PMT, and lamp 510) and their outputs (DC, RF voltages

620, 622, 626, 628, magnetic fields of compensation coil

524 and C-field coil 522, frequency of oscillator 614,

modulator 616, and microwave radiator 618, fluorescence 60

measured in the optical detector 612, and illumination of

lamp 610) are monitored and/or controlled by control system

630 so that clock performance can be operated as follows.

During state selection and detection, the 
202Hg+ 

discharge

510,610 lamp generates ultraviolet light at 194 mn to 65

optically pump the trapped 19.Hg+ ions in the LT trap 502,

600 into the S112, F-0, mF-0 ground state hyperfine level, by

12
driving the S112, F=1 to P112, F=1 transition. The optically

excited 19. Hg' ions eventually decay back into the desired

ground state hyperfine level, producing fluorescence. The

discharge lamp 510, 610 is then dimmed to avoid an AC

Stark shift, the ions are transferred to the multipole trap 504,

606 and an interrogating microwave field at approximately

40.507 GHz, derived from a local oscillator, drives the S1121
F-0, mF-0 to S1i2, F=1, mF-0 clock transition. After

interrogation, the ions are transferred back to the LT trap

502, 600 and the lamp 510, 610 is again brightened, and

fluorescence given off by ions excited by this light is used

for state detection. The optical detector 612, such as the

PMT tube, measures the fluorescence during state detection

and the detected fluorescence indicates the degree to which

ions were excited during microwave interrogation and there-

fore the degree to which the microwave interrogation fre-

quency was on resonance with the clock transition.

In one embodiment, these component systems are moni-

tored and controlled by control system 630, so that the

frequency of oscillator 614 is controlled to provide equal

fluorescence responses at the two frequencies vo+Av and

vo-Av. The output 728 of oscillator 614 provides a stable

frequency reference to be used as the basis for an atomic

clock (a clock will count the cycles, and add one second after

an appropriate number of cycles of the resonance frequency

of the clock transition 400 have been accumulated).

Using a maser LO as illustrated in FIG. 9, FIG. 10 shows

intensity of fluorescence (photons count measured by PMT

or PMT count) from ions in the LT trap 502 measured on the

PMT as a function of the scan of the microwave interroga-

tion frequency across the F=O, m-0-F=1, m-0 clock tran-

sition (specifically, PMT signal as a function of frequency

offset from the center frequency (approximately 40.507

GHz) of the interrogating microwave radiation). This par-

ticular scan used Rabi interrogation with a 1 second Rabi

time resulting in a 0.8 Hz Full Width at Half Maximum

(FWHM).

FIG. 11 shows the short term Allan Deviation of fre-

quency differences between L10 and the maser LO. Here,

the clock is operating with a 2 second Rabi interrogation

time. Data past 1 day of averaging is not shown because it

is simply dominated by maser drift. This Allan Deviation

shows a modest short-term stability of about 4.5x10-13/,rv2

Better short-term stability will be achieved by increasing the

interrogation time from the current 2 s to 10-20 s and by the

addition of a second detection arm. The Allan variance can

be measured using the formula for Allan variance [19]:

0-y(T) 
- 

1 
2((DY)2)

where <(Ay)2> is an average over n measurements of Ay,,,

AYn-Yn+1-Yn, Y,-(X,+,-X,)/T, T is the time interval between

the n+l'h and nth measurement, and x and x, are the

frequency differences between L10 and the maser LO mea-

sured at the nth and n+l th time interval, respectively. The

Allan deviation is the square root of the Allan variance.

To date, we do not yet have long-term stability data for

L10; only comparisons to a maser, which is dominated by

maser drift after about 1 day of averaging time. However, the

unit has been moved into the 7PL frequency standards test

lab where it is steering the output of a maser. This output can

be used to reference a Global Positioning System (GPS)
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timing receiver, enabling comparison, via GPS, to Coordi-

nated Universal Time (UTC) over a period (e.g., 30-day

period).

Process Steps

FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating a method of fabricating

an apparatus used in an atomic clock to obtain a frequency

standard. The method may comprise one or more of the

following steps.

Block 1200 represents providing an ion trap assembly

(e.g., LT trap 502 and RT trap 504) for trapping a number of

ions participating in a clock transition and wherein a reso-

nance frequency of the clock transition can be interrogated

in an interrogation region of the ion trap assembly (e.g., RT

trap) using electromagnetic radiation. The ion trap assembly

can comprise a LT trap 502 connected to the RT trap 504

(e.g., to form a linear ion trap), wherein the ions can be

transferred between the LT trap 502 and the RT trap 504.

Block 1202 represents providing one or more magnetic

fields or sources of magnetic fields. The step can comprise

positioning one or more current conductors (e.g., C-field coil

or solenoid 524 and compensation coil 524 or solenoid) that

can generate a magnetic field in the interrogation region

(e.g., RT), wherein the magnetic field (e.g., combination of

the first magnetic field generated by the C-field coil and

second magnetic field generated by the compensation coil)

produces an ion number-dependent second order Zeeman

shift (Zeeman shift) in the resonance frequency that is

opposite in sign to an ion number-dependent second order

Doppler shift (Doppler shift) in the resonance frequency.

One of the current conductors (e.g. in the C-field coil) can

be positioned at a distance from a center of the interrogation

region (e.g. the C-field coil can have a radius), wherein the

distance (or radius of the C-field coil) is selected using data

indicating how changes in the distance (radius) affect (e.g.,

as compared to other radii or distances) an ion-number-

dependent shift in the resonance frequency, such that a

difference in magnitude between the Doppler shift and the

Zeeman shift is controlled, reduced, at least partially can-

celed, or cancelled. The first and/or second magnetic fields

can include magnetic inhomogeneities. Thus, the combina-

tion of first and second magnetic fields can control a slope

(as a function of ion number) and/or offset (or magnitude) of

the ion number dependent shift (e.g., including Zeeman

shift) in the resonance frequency, thereby offsetting or

canceling the ion number dependent second order Doppler

shift.

If the C-field solenoid radius is small and the effect of

changing ion number due to the magnetic field has the

opposite sign (positive with increasing ion number) but a

larger magnitude than that of the second order Doppler

effect, the net ion-number-dependent shift would be positive

with increasing ion number. In one or more embodiments of

the present invention, the C-field solenoid radius is tuned so

that the magnetic effect is equal in magnitude but opposite

in sign to that of the relativistic effect. However, the mini-

mum field that this type of clock can reliably operate at, to

avoid decoherence due to coupling between Zeeman lines

and motional side bands, is about 60 milliGauss (mG). To

operate at this field magnitude while compensating the

number-dependent second order Doppler shift would require

an unacceptably large C-field solenoid radius. Thus, in one

or more embodiments, the L10 C-field solenoid radius is as

large as possible within limits set by overall size constraints

such that the demand on the additional compensation coil is

minimized or reduced.

For example, the step can comprise measuring (as shown

in FIG. 1) or calculating how changes in the C-field coil's
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radius and/or magnetic field affect an ion-number-dependent

shift in the resonance frequency, and selecting the radius

(e.g., from other radii) and/or magnetic field of the C-field

coil based on this data (e.g., to minimize, reduce, control, at

5 least partially cancel, or cancel the difference in magnitude

between the Doppler shift and Zeeman shift).

The step can comprise measuring or calculating how

changes in the compensation coil's radius and/or magnetic

field affect an ion-number-dependent shift in the resonance

io frequency, and selecting the radius and/or magnetic field of

the compensation coil that produces a Zeeman shift that is

opposite in sign, reduces, cancels, or at least partially

cancels, the Doppler shift.

The radius R of the C-field solenoid and/or the radius r of

15 the compensation coil can be increased to a value that takes

into account an overall size constraint for the apparatus,

current that can be passed through the current conductors

(e.g., compensation coil), and such that the combination of

the magnetic fields has a field strength of more than 60

20 milliGauss. For example, the apparatus can fit within a

volume of 36 inches long (L) by 1S inches wide (W) by 1S

inches high (H) (see FIG. 5A for examples of L, W and H).

The radius can be increased by an amount such that varying

the ion number by 36% includes a factor of 2 reduction in

25 the ion number-dependent second order shift as compared to

without the radius increase. The radius R and/or r can be

selected such that a variation of the ion number by 36%

would result in an ion number dependent second order shift

of at most 1.1(2) milli Hertz. The result of 1.1(2) mHz is a

30 factor of two times (2x) smaller than that for the same

number change in LITS-9 (because the L10 C-field solenoid

has a larger radius).

The combination of the magnetic fields and the C-field

coil radius can be selected to maintain or increase the

35 number of the ions participating in the clock transition,

taking into account decoherence due to coupling of Zeeman

levels and motional side bands. For example, the C-field coil

radius and biasing can produce the magnetic field experi-

enced by the ions of at least 60 mG.

40 The ion trap assembly and the compensation coil can be

positioned inside or within, or be surrounded by the C-field

coil. The interrogation region may be inside or within or

surrounded by, the compensation coil. The compensation

coil may be positioned and dimensioned to surround an

45 interface between the LT trap and the RT trap.

The position of the compensation coil and second mag-

netic field strength can be selected to increase uniformity of

the magnetic field experienced by the ions and/or produce

the Zeeman shift and Doppler shift that are opposite in sign.

50 Block 1204 represents providing an optical system. The

step can comprise positioning a first refractive optic for

inputting ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation to electro-

magnetically pump the ions into a ground state of the clock

transition in the LT trap. The step can comprise positioning

55 a second refractive optic for collecting fluorescence gener-

ated by the ions after excitation in the LT trap by the

ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation but after the interroga-

tion of the resonance frequency in the RT trap. The first and

second refractive optics can comprise first and second

6o aspheric doublets. The step can comprise designing the first

aspheric doublet to reduce unwanted scattering off of nearby

surfaces and to image the electromagnetic radiation, com-

prising diffuse mercury plasma discharge having a wave-

length of 194 mu, onto an ion cloud comprising the ions in

65 the LT trap.

Block 1206 represents providing a vacuum system. The

step can comprise placing the apparatus in a vacuum cham-
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her, the vacuum chamber comprising a first window for

inputting ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation to electro-

magnetically pump the ions into a ground state of the clock

transition in the LT trap, a second window for inputting

microwave radiation into the RT trap to interrogate the

resonance frequency, and a third window for outputting

fluorescence generated by the ions after excitation in the LT

trap by the ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation but after the

interrogation in the RT trap. The step can comprise baking

out (e.g, heating) the vacuum chamber comprising the

apparatus at a temperature of more than 200° C., more than

400° C., or more than 450° C.

The step can comprise providing the vacuum chamber

comprising a buffer gas (e.g., cooling gas used to cool the

ions) and a getter that reduces pressure of unwanted back-

ground gases (e.g., methane) in the vacuum chamber. The

step can comprise allowing the vacuum chamber to equili-

brate for a time (or controlling the equilibration time) until

methane gas evolution in the sealed chamber is no more than

6x10-16 torr/second; and wherein pressure in the vacuum

chamber one day after sealing is no more than 1x10-16 torr

and the ions' lifetime in the traps includes one day (or at

least one day) without replenishing the buffer gas. The step

may comprise measuring/monitoring the pressure of

unwanted background gases so that the equilibration time

can be determined. The step may comprise providing a hot

filament in the vacuum system to crack methane, for

example biasing the electron emitter used to ionize the

mercury gas, such that methane in the vacuum system is

cracked into hydrogen and carbon.

The radius of the C-field coil can be selected such that a

shift in the resonance frequency due to the pressure is greater

than the second order Doppler shift.

The vacuum chamber housing (excluding windows) can

consist essentially of titanium.

Block 1208 represents providing DC electronics. The step

can comprise providing DC powered electronics comprising

current source(s) for biasing and controlling the current

conductors to produce the first and second magnetic fields

(e.g., first current source for biasing and controlling the

C-field coil and a second current source for biasing and

controlling the compensation coil), wherein one or more of

the current sources have a temperature coefficient of at most

500 parts per billion. The step can comprise providing DC

powered electronics that provide trapping voltages 620, 622,

626, 628 to the ion traps 502, 504, provide power to an

optical source 512 used to optically pump the ions into a

ground state of clock transition 400, provide power to the

electron emitter 712 used to create the ions, and provide

power to an LO used to interrogate the resonance frequency.

Drivers 700, 702, 704, 706, 708, 710, 714 can be DC

electronics. LO can be DC powered.

Block 1210 represents providing a controller (e.g, com-

puter or one or more processors). The step can comprise

providing a controller including an FPGA, wherein the

FPGA controls the DC powered electronics and a frequency

of the LO used to interrogate the resonance frequency. The

controller can control or tune the current provided to the

magnetic field sources (C-field coil and/or compensation

coil) such that magnetic field in the interrogation regions

produces the ion number dependent Zeeman shift that can-

cels or reduces the ion number dependent Doppler shift or

otherwise reduces, cancels, or at least partially cancels the

ion number dependent second order shift.

Block 1212 represents the end result, an apparatus com-

prising an ion trap assembly for trapping a number of ions

participating in a clock transition and wherein a resonance

16
frequency of the clock transition can be interrogated in an

interrogation region of the ion trap assembly using electro-

magnetic radiation; one or more current conductors (e.g.,

C-field coil positioned for generating a first magnetic field in
5 the interrogation region and a compensation coil positioned

for generating a second magnetic field in the interrogation

region), wherein the combination of the magnetic fields

generated by the current conductors produces the ion num-

ber-dependent second order Zeeman shift (Zeeman shift) in
10 the resonance frequency that is opposite in sign to the ion

number-dependent second order Doppler shift (Doppler

shift) in the resonance frequency and a difference in mag-

nitude between the Doppler shift and the Zeeman shift is

controlled, reduced, at least partially canceled, or canceled.
15 The resonance frequency, including the adjustment by the

Zeeman shift or ion number dependent second order shift, is

used to obtain the frequency standard.

The end result can further comprise an atomic clock

comprising the apparatus coupled to a local oscillator for
20 interrogating the resonance frequency, 199Hg' ions trapped

in the trapping assembly so that the clock based on the

199Hg' clock transition, refractive optics for coupling elec-

tromagnetic radiation into and out of the apparatus for state

preparation, detection, and interrogation, and DC electronics
25 and a controller for controlling the operation of the atomic

clock. The resonance frequency and the LO frequency can

have an Allan Deviation of at most 
4.5x10-13/Tl/2 

(T is 105

seconds or less) and/or the atomic clock can consume a

power of less than 40 Watts.

30 Advantages and Improvements

Over the past decade, trapped ion atomic clock develop-

ment at the JPL has focused on two directions: 1) new

atomic clock technology for space flight applications that

require strict adherence to size, weight, and power require-
35 ments, and 2) ultra-stable atomic clocks, usually for terres-

trial applications, emphasizing ultimate performance.

One or more embodiments of the present invention dis-

close a new ultra-stable trapped ion clock designed, built,

and tested in the second category. The first new standard,

40 L10, will be delivered to the NRL for use in characterizing

Department of Defense (DoD) space clocks.

One or more embodiments of the invention have

described the development of a new compensated multi-pole

trapped ion atomic clock, L10, for future reference use at the
45 NRL. This new clock has several design improvements over

its predecessor, LITS-9, most notably, engineered compen-

sation of relativistic ion number dependent effects, improved

vacuum, improved magnetic design, increased optical efli-

ciency, and reduced mass, power, and volume. L10 is
50 operating and is in the process of long-term evaluation. An

identical copy of this clock has been built and will operate

at JPL. The expected long-term stability of these units will

be useful in characterizing other atomic clocks at NRL as

well as in characterizing masers for use in NASA's Deep
55 Space Network. In the 2016 time frame one of these units

will also serve as an ultra-stable reference for the ACES

microwave link ground terminal installed at JPL [15].
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CONCLUSION

This concludes the description of the preferred embodi-

ment of the present invention. The foregoing description of

18
one or more embodiments of the invention has been pre-

sented for the purposes of illustration and description. It is

not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the

precise form disclosed. Many modifications and variations

5 are possible in light of the above teaching. It is intended that

the scope of the invention be limited not by this detailed

description, but rather by the claims appended hereto.

What is claimed is:

10 1. A method for fabricating an apparatus used in an atomic

clock to obtain a frequency standard, comprising:

positioning a C-field coil for generating a first magnetic

field in the interrogation region;

positioning a compensation coil for generating a second

15 magnetic field in the interrogation region, wherein:

a combination of the first and second magnetic fields

produces an ion number-dependent second order

Zeeman shift in the resonance frequency that is

opposite in sign to an ion number-dependent second

20 order Doppler shift in the resonance frequency;

the C-field coil has a radius selected using data indi-

cating how changes in the radius affect an ion-

number-dependent shift in the resonance frequency,

providing the C-field coil with built-in compensation

25 such that a variation of the number of the ions by

36% would result in the ion-number-dependent sec-

ond order Doppler shift of at most 1.1(2) mHz when

the second magnetic field is off,

the resonance frequency, including an adjustment by

30 the second order Zeeman shift, is used to obtain the

frequency standard; and

the combination of the first and second magnetic fields

is selected taking into account decoherence due to

coupling of Zeeman levels and motional side bands.

35 2. The method of claim 1, wherein the radius is larger than

a radius of the C-field coil in a LITS-9 standard, and the

combination of the magnetic fields has a field strength of

more than 60 milliGauss (mG).

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the apparatus fits

40 within a volume of 36 inches long by 18 inches wide by 18

inches high.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the ion trap assembly

comprises a first trap connected to a second trap, the method

further comprising:

45 placing the apparatus in a vacuum chamber, the vacuum

chamber comprising:

a first window for inputting ultraviolet electromagnetic

radiation to electromagnetically pump the ions into a

ground state of the clock transition in the first trap,

50 a second window for inputting microwave radiation

into the second trap to interrogate the resonance

frequency, and

a third window for outputting fluorescence generated

by the ions after excitation in the first trap by the

55 ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation and after the

interrogation in the second trap; and

baking out the vacuum chamber comprising the apparatus

at a temperature of more than 200° C.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the temperature is

60 more than 400° C.

6. The method of claim 4, further comprising:

providing the vacuum chamber comprising a buffer gas

and a getter that reduces pressure of unwanted back-

ground gases in the vacuum chamber; and

65 allowing the vacuum chamber to equilibrate for a time

until methane gas evolution in the sealed chamber is no

more than 6x10-16 Torr/second; and wherein:
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pressure in the vacuum chamber one day after sealing is

no more than 1x10-11 Torr, and

the ions' lifetime in the traps includes at least one day

without replenishing the buffer gas.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the vacuum chamber

has a housing consisting essentially of titanium.

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising selecting the

radius such that a shift in the resonance frequency due to the

pressure is greater than the Doppler shift.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing a

first current source for biasing the C-field coil and a second

current source for biasing the compensation coil, wherein

the current sources have a temperature coefficient of at most

500 parts per billion.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising providing

Direct Current (DC) powered electronics that provide trap-

ping voltages to the ion traps for trapping the ions in the ion

trap assembly, drive or power the current sources, drive or

power an optical source used to electromagnetically pump

the ions into the ground state of clock transition, drive or

power an electron emitter used to create the ions, and drive

or power a local oscillator used to provide the electromag-

netic radiation interrogating the resonance frequency.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising providing

a controller including a field programmable gate array

(FPGA), wherein the FPGA controls the DC powered elec-

tronics and a frequency of the electromagnetic radiation

interrogating the resonance frequency provided by the local

oscillator.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the ion trap assembly

comprises a first trap connected to a second trap and the ions

are transferred between the first trap and the second trap, the

method further comprising:

positioning a first refractive optic for inputting ultraviolet

electromagnetic radiation to electromagnetically pump

the ions into a ground state of the clock transition in the

first trap, and

positioning a second refractive optic for collecting the

fluorescence generated by the ions after excitation in

the first trap by the ultraviolet electromagnetic radiation

and after the interrogation of the resonance frequency

in the second trap.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the first and second

refractive optics comprise first and second aspheric dou-

blets, respectively, the method further comprising:

designing the first aspheric doublet to reduce unwanted

scattering off of nearby surfaces and image the ultra-

violet electromagnetic radiation, comprising diffuse

mercury plasma discharge having a wavelength of 194

mu, onto an ion cloud comprising the ions in the first

trap.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the C-field coil, the

compensation coil, the ion trap assembly, and the refractive

optics are dimensioned such that the apparatus fits within a

surface area of 36 inches long by 18 inches wide by 18

inches high.

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising the appa-

ratus coupled to a local oscillator (LO) having a LO fre-

quency, wherein: the resonance frequency and the LO fre-

quency have an Allan Deviation of at most 4.5x10-13/T
112

and T is 105 seconds or less, and the ions are 199Hg' ions.

20
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the apparatus and

local oscillator consume a power of less than 40 Watts.

17. An apparatus used in an atomic clock to obtain a

frequency standard, comprising:

5 an ion trap assembly for trapping a number of ions

participating in a clock transition and wherein a reso-

nance frequency of the clock transition is interrogated

in an interrogation region of the ion trap assembly

using electromagnetic radiation;

10 a C-field coil positioned for generating a first magnetic

field in the interrogation region;

a compensation coil positioned for generating a second

magnetic field in the interrogation region, wherein:

a combination of the first and second magnetic fields

15 produces an ion number-dependent second order

Zeeman shift in the resonance frequency that is

opposite in sign to an ion number-dependent second

order Doppler shift in the resonance frequency;

the C-field coil has a radius selected using data indi-

20 cating how changes in the radius affect an ion-

number-dependent shift in the resonance frequency,

such that a variation of the number of the ions by

36% would result in the ion-number-dependent sec-

ond order Doppler shift of at most 1.1(2) mHz when

25 the second magnetic field is off,

the resonance frequency, including an adjustment by

the second order Zeeman shift, is used to obtain the

frequency standard; and

the combination of the first and second magnetic fields

30 is selected taking into account decoherence due to

coupling of Zeeman levels and motional side bands.

18. An apparatus used in an atomic clock to obtain a

frequency standard, comprising:

an ion trap assembly trapping a number of ions partici-

35 pating in a clock transition when a resonance frequency

of the clock transition is interrogated in an interrogation

region of the ion trap assembly using electromagnetic

radiation;

a C-field coil; and

40 a compensation coil, wherein:

a combination of a first magnetic field generated by the

C-field coil in the interrogation region, and a second

magnetic field generated by the compensation coil in

the interrogation region, produces an ion number-

45 dependent second order Zeeman shift in the reso-

nance frequency that is opposite in sign to an ion

number-dependent second order Doppler shift in the

resonance frequency;

the C-field coil has a radius such that a variation of the

50 number of the ions by 36% would result in the

ion-number-dependent second order Doppler shift of

at most 1.1(2) mHz when the second magnetic field

is off; and

the resonance frequency, including an adjustment by

55 the second order Zeeman shift, is used to obtain the

frequency standard.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the combination

of the magnetic fields is selected taking into account deco-

herence due to coupling of Zeeman levels and motional side

60 bands.
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